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1. INTRODUCTION
The first explicit statement of the Askey]Wilson integral,
p
2 iu y2 iue , e duŽ .‘H iu yiu iu yiu iu yiu iu yiul e , l e , l e , l e , l e , l e , l e , l eŽ .0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 ‘
1Ž .
2p l l l lŽ .1 2 3 4 ‘s ,
q l l , l l , l l , l l , l l , l lŽ . Ž .‘ 1 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 ‘
w x w xis in Askey and Wilson 5 . However, in 8 the author showed that Rogers
w x Ž .14 gave a formula equivalent to 1 modulo the orthogonality of the
w xcontinuous q-Hermite polynomials in 1893. 8 also contains extensions of
Ž .Rogers’ ideas and gives several new generalizations and variants of 1 .
Ž .Equation 1 uses the standard notation
k
a , a , . . . , a s a ,Ž . Ž .Ł1 2 k i‘ ‘
is1
where
x s 1 y xqny1 .Ž . Ž .Ł‘
nG0
Ž .x is called an infinite q-factorial.‘
1 The author’s research was partially supported by Grant DMS-9705782.
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Throughout this paper q is taken to be a fixed complex number
< <satisfying q - 1. We will also find occasion to use finite q-factorials:
l
ny1x s 1 y xq .Ž . Ž .Łl
ns1
w xIn this paper we simplify the ideas of 8 and in so doing give an easy
Ž .proof of 1 . Our method has wide applicability and gives new results as
well as all of our previous Askey]Wilson type integrals.
2. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
Ž .Let a function W x be given which is non-negative and integrable on an
Ž .interval a, b and satisfies
b
W x dx ) 0.Ž .H
a
 4If there exists a sequence of polynomials P , P of degree n, suchn nG 0 n
that
b
P x P x W x dx s m d m , n G 0, 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H m n m m , n
a
 4then the polynomials P , are called an orthogonal system with respectn nG 0
Ž . Ž .to the weight function W x on a, b .
 4One of the principle uses of an orthogonal system P is that itn nG 0
enables one to compute expansions of suitable functions in series of these
Ž . Ž .polynomials. Let f x and g x be such functions with the following
expansions.
f x s a P x ,Ž . Ž .Ý m m
mG0
3Ž .
g x s b P x .Ž . Ž .Ý n n
nG0
 4Of course to find these expansions, the sequences of constants am mG 0
 4 Ž .and b need to be determined. To this end, note that 3 implies thatn nG 0
f x P x W x s a P x P x W x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn m m n
mG0
g x P x W x s b P x P x W x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým n n m
nG0
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Ž . Ž .Integrating on a, b and using 2 then gives
1 b
a s f x P x W x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Hm mm am
4Ž .
1 b
b s g x P x W x dx.Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn nm an
Recall the derivation of Parseval theorem’s for a bilinear inner product
² :  4 ² :? , ? with associated orthogonal functions P , P , P s m d :m mG 0 m n m m , n
² :f , g s f P , g PÝ Ý¦ ;m m n n
m n
² :s f g P , PÝ m n m n
m , n
s f g m d s f g m .Ý Ým n m m , n m m m
m , n m
² : b Ž . Ž . Ž .In the case of interest here f , g s H f x g x W x dx. Parseval’s theo-a
rem then gives
b
f x g x w x dx s a b m . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH m m m
a mG0
In all our applications below the interval of orthogonality is finite, so the
polynomials are complete in L2, and Parseval’s theorem holds.
Ž .In the next section we give applications of 5 beginning with an easy
proof of the Askey]Wilson integral.
3. THE ASKEY]WILSON INTEGRAL AND
OTHER APPLICATIONS
Ž .The Askey]Wilson integral 1 is important because it is the key to
proving the orthogonality of the Askey]Wilson polynomials which are the
w xmost general known set of hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials 12 . A
much less general set of orthogonal polynomials, the continuous q-Hermite
Ž .also called Rogers]Szego polynomials, were first discussed by Rogers in` ¨
w x Ž . Ž .1893 14 . In fact 1 follows easily from 5 combined with an identity
involving the continuous q-Hermite polynomials first given by Rogers in
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w x1893 14 . This identity is
l l l l h l , l h l , lŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 4 n 1 2 n 3 4‘ s , 6Ž .Ý
l l , l l , l l , l l qŽ . Ž . n1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 ‘ nG0
where
n m nymq x yŽ . n
h x , y s ,Ž . Ýn q qŽ . Ž .m nymms0
Ž .and is known as the q-Mehler formula. The proof of 6 is quite easy; it is
w x w xgiven as an exercise in Andrews 4 . For Rogers’ proof see Rogers 14 or
w x Ž . w x w xBowman 8 . Carlitz rediscovered 6 in 9 . He later in 10 gave two more
proofs, the second of which is almost identical to the original proof of
w xRogers 14 .
 4The continuous q-Hermite polynomials A are defined by A sn nG 0 n
Ž iu . Ž iu yiu .A e s h e , e with u real. Today these polynomials are denotedn n
Ž .by H x; q where x s cos u . It is not hard to see that the polynomialn
Ž .  4 Ž .H x is of degree n in x. The orthogonality of A on 0, p is givenn n nG 0
by
p 2p
2 iu y2 iuA A e , e du s q d . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .H ‘ nm n m , nqŽ .0 ‘
The deepest result used in the proof of this relation is Jacobi’s triple
w x Žproduct identity. For details see 1]3 . The first proof was apparently
w x. w x Ž .given by Allaway 2 . For brevity we follow Rogers 14 and put P z s
Ž iu yiu .ze , ze ‘.
Ž .Proof of the Askey]Wilson integral. Put P s A , f u sm m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1rP l P l , and g u s 1rP l P l , which by 6 have the expan-1 2 3 4
sions
1 h l , lŽ .m 1 2
f u s s A ,Ž . Ý mP l P l l l qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . m1 2 1 2 ‘mG0
and
1 h l , lŽ .n 3 4
g u s s A .Ž . Ý nP l P l l l qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . n3 4 3 4 ‘nG0
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Ž . Ž .Hence by 5 and 7 ,
p
y2 iu 2 iue , e duŽ .‘H P l P l P l P lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 3 4
2p h l , l h l , lŽ . Ž .m 1 2 m 3 4s Ýq l l l l qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ m1 2 3 4‘ ‘mG0
2p l l l lŽ .1 2 3 4 ‘s ,
q l l , l l , l l , l l , l l , l lŽ . Ž .‘ 1 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 4 ‘
Ž .where the last equality followed again from 6 .
w xA proof very similar to this one was given by Ismail and Stanton 13 .
Their proof, however, makes use of the linearization formula for the
Ž .polynomials A equivalent to the q-Mehler formula and involves am
four-fold summation which is reduced using the q-binomial theorem,
reindexing and rearranging terms, instead of using the Parseval identity as
we do here. These differences result in our proof being substantially
w xshorter. The integral evaluations in Bowman 8 can also be proved more
quickly by this method.
It is interesting to note that the technique above can be stated com-
pactly in terms of the Poisson kernel. Let the Poisson kernel associated
with the arbitrary orthogonal system P above be defined byn
K x , y , s s P x P y snrm .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n n n
nG0
Then we have the following formula:
b
K x , y , s K x , z , t W x dx s K y , z , st . 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
The proof again is just an application of the Parseval theorem. To obtain
the Askey]Wilson integral note that the Poisson kernel for the continuous
q-Hermite polynomials is the q-Mehler formula.
We now give several new applications of the proof technique.
Ž .Define the polynomials J l ; l , l , . . . , l byk 1 4 5 mq3
J l ; l , l , . . . , lŽ .k 1 4 5 mq3
ks l l l lŽ . Ž .Ý n n qn1 5 1 6n , . . . , n 1 1 21 m
n q ??? qn sk1 m
n G0i
= ??? l l ln1ln2 ??? lnm ,Ž . n q ??? qn1 mq3 4 5 mq31 my1
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where the q-multinomial brackets are defined by
qŽ . kk s .n , . . . , n1 m q q ??? qŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n1 2 m
Our first theorem is a vector extension of the Askey]Wilson integral.
< Ž l . <THEOREM 1. For l - 1, 2 F k F m q 3, l s 1, 2,k
2 mq3 Ž j. iu Ž j. iup 1 1 l e , l eŽ .2 3 kŁ Ł ÝH Ž j. yiu Ž j. yiu Ž j. iu Ž j. Ž j.ž l e , l e l e l l qŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 js1 ls2 k2 3 l 2 3kG0‘ ‘ k
=J eiu ; lŽ j. , . . . , lŽ j. eyi ku e2 iu , ey2 iu duŽ .Ž . ‘k 4 mq3 /
1 2p h lŽ1. , . . . , lŽ1. h lŽ2. , . . . , lŽ2.Ž . Ž .k 2 mq3 k 2 mq3s .ÝŽ1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2. q ql l , l l Ž . Ž .Ž . ‘ k2 3 2 3 kG0‘
Ž .Remark on notation. The polynomials h b , . . . , b are the a s 0 casek 1 m
Ž . w xof the symmetric polynomials h a; b studied in 7 . They are defined byk
k w x w xh a; b s b , a ??? b , a ,Ž . Ý n nk 1 1 m mn , . . . , n 1 m1 m
n q ??? qn sk1 m
n G0i
w x Ž .Ž . Ž ny1.where x, y s x y y x y yq ??? x y yq so thatn
k n n n1 2 mh b , . . . , b s h b s b b ??? b .Ž . Ž . Ýk 1 m k 1 2 mn , . . . , n1 m
n q ??? qn sk1 m
n G0i
In Theorem 2 we will use the b s 0 case of these polynomials. There
n n1 mq ??? qk k Ž . Ž .2 n n n n1 2 mh a; 0 s y1 q a a ??? a .Ž . Ž .Ýk 1 2 mn , . . . , n1 m
n q ??? qn sk1 m
n G0i
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w xProof. Theorem 4.2.3 of 8 states that
mq3ll l l 1Ž .1 2 3 ‘ Ł
ll ll l lŽ . Ž . Ž .is22 3 1 i‘ ‘ ‘
l l l lŽ . Ž .1 2 1 3k k k= J l ; l , l , . . . , l lŽ .Ý k 1 4 5 mq3ll l l qŽ . Ž . k1 2 3 kkG0
h l, l h l , l , . . . , lŽ . Ž .k 1 k 2 3 mq3s .Ý qŽ . kkG0
Put l s eyi u, l s eiu to obtain1
mq3l l 1Ž .2 3 ‘ Łyi u yiu iul e , l e l eŽ . Ž .ls22 3 l‘ ‘
l eiu l eiuŽ . Ž .2 3k k yiu k= J l , . . . , l eŽ .Ý k 4 mq3l l qŽ . Ž . k2 3 kkG0
A h l , . . . , lŽ .k k 2 mq3s , 9Ž .Ý qŽ . kkG0
< <for l - 1, 2 F l F m q 3. Now produce two copies of this identity forl
 Ž1. Ž1. 4  Ž2. Ž2. 4the sets of variables l , . . . , l and l , . . . , l and call the2 mq2 2 mq3
Ž . Ž . Ž .respective left-hand sides of f u and g u . Then 9 becomes the expan-
 4 Ž .sions of f and g in the set of polynomials A . Applying 5 gives then nG 0
theorem directly.
ŽFor m G 1 define the sequence of rational functions N l ; l ,k 1 2
.. . . ,l bymq 1
N s N l ; l , . . . , lŽ .k k 1 2 mq1
n n1 mq ??? qŽ . Ž .2 2 n n1 mq l ??? l2 mq1ks .Ý n , . . . , n1 m l l l l ??? l lŽ . Ž . Ž .n n qn n q ??? qn1 2 1 3 1 mn q ??? qn sk 1 1 2 1 my11 m
n G0i
Then we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.
kyiu iu Ž j. Ž j.2 mq1p ye N e ; l , . . . , lŽ . Ž .k 2 mq1Ž j. iu 2 iu y2 iul e e , e duŽ .Ž .Ł Ł ÝH ‘l ‘ Ž j. iuž /l e qŽ .Ž .0 js1 ls2 kmq1kG0 k
2p h lŽ1. , . . . , lŽ1. ; 0 h lŽ2. , . . . , lŽ2. ; 0Ž . Ž .k 2 mq1 k 2 mq1s .Ýq qŽ . Ž .‘ kkG0
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w xProof. Theorem 4.2.5 of 8 states that
kmq1 yl N l ; l , . . . , lŽ . Ž .k 1 2 mq1
l lŽ .Ł Ý1 i ‘ q l lŽ . Ž .is2 k 1 mq1 kkG0
h l, l h l , l , . . . , l ; 0Ž . Ž .k 1 k 2 3 mq1s .Ý qŽ . kkG0
Put l s eyi u and l s eiu in this equation to get1
kyiu iumq1 ye N e ; l , . . . , lŽ . Ž .k 2 mq1iul eŽ .Ł Ýl ‘ iul e qŽ .Ž .ls2 kmq1kG0 k
h l , l , . . . , l ; 0Ž .k 2 3 mq1s A .Ý kqŽ . kkG0
The rest of the proof proceeds mutatis mutandis to the last one.
For the next theorem we use the standard f notation for basic hyperge-
Ž . < <ometric series. The function f z for z - 1 is defined byk ky1
a a ??? aŽ . Ž . Ž .a , a , . . . , a 1 2 kn n n1 2 k nf ; z s z .Ýk ky1 ž /b , b , . . . , b b b ??? b qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 ky1 n1 2 ky1n n nnG0
< < < < < <THEOREM 3. For b , b , t t - 1,1 2 1 2
2 iu yiu iu yiu 2 iu y2 iua , t e , t et be , t bep e , eŽ .Ž . j j j ‘j j ‘ f ; b duŁH 3 2 j 2 iu y2 iuiu yiuiu yiu be , bež /t be , t bet e , t e 0 Ž .0 js1 Ž . ‘j jj j ‘
2p b , bq , a b , a b 2Ž . b , b , b , b1 1 2 2 ‘ 1 2s f ; t t .4 3 1 22 ž /a b , a b , bqq b , b , bŽ . Ž .‘ 1 1 2 21 2 ‘
Proof. Put m s 2, d s te iu, d s teyi u, c s tbeiu, and c s tbeyi u in1 2 1 2
w x7, Corollary 2.1 , to obtain
iu yiu tbeiu , tbeyi u , abŽ .a, te , te ‘
f ; b3 2 iu yiu iu yiuž /tbe , tbe te , te , bŽ .‘
bŽ . k k<s C x ; b q t , 10Ž .Ž .Ý kabŽ . kkG0
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 4where x s cos u and C are the continuous q-ultraspherical polyno-n nG 0
Ž w x.mials. The orthogonality relation for this family is see 11
p dm , n
< < <C x ; b q C x ; b q W x q du s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H m n b <y b qŽ .0 n
< <where b - 1,
q , b 2 q 1 y bq nŽ . Ž .Ž . n‘<y b q s ,Ž .n 22p b , bq b 1 y bŽ . Ž .Ž .‘ n
and
e2 iu , ey2 iuŽ .‘
<W x q s .Ž .b 2 iu y2 iube , beŽ .‘
Ž .  4Now produce two copies of 10 for the sets of variables a , t , b and1 1 1
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .a , t , b and call the respective left sides f u and g u and apply 5 .2 2 2
Here we have not considered applications of the idea in this paper to
polynomials with discrete measures. This will lead to summation theorems
instead of integrals. Also, the main idea works for biorthogonal polynomi-
als. We will consider topics like these in future papers.
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